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Have something to say?
Email us at arlingtonians@yahoo.com

or visit www.arlingtonian.com

Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published 
approximately every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at 
Upper Arlington High School. The publication has been established 
as a public forum for student expression and for the discussion of 
issues of concern to its audience. It will not be reviewed or restrained 
by school officials prior to publication or distribution. 

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the 
editorial board, which consists of the staff ’s top editors, will 
determine the content of the newsmagazine and all unsigned 
editorials; therefore, material may not necessarily reflect the 
opinions or policies of Upper Arlington school officials. 

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns 
and news releases from faculty, administrators, community 
residents, students and the general public. The Arlingtonian 
editorial board reserves the right to withhold a letter or column 
and return it for more information if it determines the piece 

contains items of unprotected speech as defined by this policy. 
As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the above 

criteria will be posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.
arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four weeks. Arlingtonian and 
its staff will strive to publish only legally protected speech following 
the legal definitions for libel, obscenity and invasion of privacy.  

The staff will also refrain from printing stories that create a 
material disruption of school activities. Because the Arlingtonian 
staff will determine content of the publication, it will therefore also 
take complete legal and financial responsibility for what is printed.
Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story solely on the basis 
of possible dissent or controversy. 

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing and 
production costs through advertising sales, subscription sales 
and other fundraisers. The editor or co-editors shall interpret 
and enforce this editorial policy.

You’re a little bit racist.
Well, you’re a little bit too.

I guess we’re both a little bit racist.
Admitting it is not an easy thing to do...

But I guess it’s true.

Although this Avenue Q song pokes fun 
at the often touchy subject of racism, 
there is some truth to the fact that 
many people are a little bit racist, and 
it is often not easy to admit.  

With a black man as the Democratic candidate 
and a woman on the Republican ticket, there is 
no denying that the 2008 election will produce 
historic results no matter which party takes 
office. As the big day draws near, the media is 
conducting various interviews and polls in an 
attempt to predict the outcome. 

While these predictions have never been 
completely accurate, the subject of race this 
year  has made polling results even more 
complicated.  Although many voters told exit 
pollsters they voted for Barack obama during 
the primaries, the actual numbers showed 
something quite different. 

According to the U.S. News & World Report, 
exit polls from the New Hampshire primaries 
projected obama and John mcCain to carry the 
state.  However, when the results were tallied, 
Hillary Clinton was the clear Democratic winner. 
What caused this discrepancy? Although some 
would say the machines were rigged, the more 
probable explanation would be that voters 
told pollsters they voted for obama when they 
actually voted for Clinton. 

While many people proudly talk about how 
obama’s nomination is a clear indicator of 
how far we have come as a society, in reality 
racism has not dissipated but rather has simply 
burrowed under the surface.  Racism is no longer 
socially acceptable, but people may still be 
unable to let go of their prejudice when it comes 
time to cast their ballot. 

Although this issue cannot be solved 
overnight, the least voters can do is be honest 
when telling pollsters about their choice for 
President. the last thing America needs is the 
audacity of false hope.
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On Nov. 4, citizens across the country will line 
up at precincts to cast their votes. Here at 
UAHS, many seniors will have the opportunity 
to volunteer in one of the most historic 

elections in our nation’s history through a program 
called Youth at the Booth. The Franklin County 
Board of Elections, Kids Voting Central Ohio and 
participating school districts have collaborated to 
allow high school seniors who are at least 17 years old 
to take part in the election process. 

Government teacher Cathy Johnson said she is 
using the opportunity as a project for her government 
class; however, the program is open to a wide variety 
of students.

“Any student who is interested and dedicated [can 
take part],” she said. “You have to be reliable because it 
starts at 5:30 a.m. and it is a long day.”

There are many reasons seniors should consider 
working at the polls, Johnson said.

“[Youth at the Booth] is a great thing to put on your 
resume [in terms of ] community service,” she said. “It 
is especially important this year because you get to be 
involved in such a historic election.”

Although senior JT Hansel is required to participate 
through his government class, he said he is very excited about 
the experience.

“[Working the polls] helps the community, and I am 
interested in how the voting process works,” he said. 

In addition to a resume boost, seniors get paid $110. Johnson 
said because students are hired by the Franklin County Board of 
Elections, they are required to receive pay.  

According to Kids Voting Central Ohio, some of the 
requirements to work the polls include written parental 
permission, a source of reliable transportation, registering 
to vote even if the student is 17 years old and attending a 
training session.

Johnson said the two-and-a-half hour training session is 

necessary because students learn how the machines work and 
other skills necessary on voting day.

“They are trained to be greeters and they run the 
machines,” she said. “It is not just observing—the students work 
hard and are a vital part of the process.”

Hansel agreed the training was very useful in preparing him; 
he said it opened his eyes to the intricacies of the voting process.

“We went over the training manual and learned how to 
operate the machines,” he said. 

Overall, Johnson said a lot can be gained from participating 
in Youth at the Booth because it is a unique experience that 
allows students to become familiar with how the system works.

“I can’t teach this [in a classroom] because it is such a hands-
on experience,” she said. “[Students] are right in the mix of 
everything that is going on.”      

seniors experience election firsthand
bY JeSSica banchefSKY

Youth at the Booth students in Dayton participate in the required training session. According 
to Johnson, the session is important because students learn necessary skills for voting day.

photo courteSY KiDSvoTingDaYTon.oRg
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Senior Catherine Meeth stares at her computer screen in 
the Learning Center, confused. The screen reads, “Request 
Blocked by URL Filter Database” because the web site is 

under the category of “sexual, erotic or adult content.” And yet 
Meeth was simply trying to do research on the history of same-
sex marriage laws through Google.

With the school’s replacement of its former internet filter 
this year with a Secure Computing Webwasher, students like 
Meeth as well as some teachers have voiced complaints about the 
arbitrary nature of some blocked web sites. Many sites are blocked 
simply due to words that may have suggestive connotations or 
content deemed distracting in an educational environment.

However, the new filter alleviates the problems associated with 
the previous filter, called BESS, where the filter was not strong 
enough and allowed people to access inappropriate web sites, Jeff 
Collett, the district’s director of operational technology said.

Collett said the switch to a webwasher produced by Secure 
Computing occurred because the district’s Internet service 
provider made the switch.

“They essentially made the decision for us,” he said. “We 
share this system with most Franklin County schools.”

According to Collett, there are many positive changes in the 
new filter.

“The new filter allows for stronger filtering and closed some 
loopholes of the old system,” he said. “The BESS filter had 
problems allowing certain web sites to be white listed.”

 White listing is the term used for allowing web sites to be 
accessed. BESS also had issues where it would block things even 
when they were white listed, he said.

Other different aspects of the new webwasher include the 
implementation of a reputation-based URL filter, Collett said.

“[The webwasher] doesn’t just look at a web site’s content; it 
also looks for coding inside the web site for viruses, spyware and 
predetermined inappropriate content [or] keywords,” he said.

Sophomore Allison Staub agreed that the new software is an 
improvement from the old BESS system.

“The computers at school are supposed to be used for 
educational purposes, not for entertainment,” Staub said. “Plus the 

better virus protection should keep the computers running faster.”
Despite these positive aspects, Collett said he has still 

received some complaints.
“The only negative feedback that I have received has been from 

some concerned students regarding access to resources that have 
been blocked,” Collett said. “If the site has educational value but is 
questionable, I have other administrators in the district review the 
site and help determine whether it should be unblocked.”

Indeed, most of the complaints around the school are that 
educational websites and resources are blocked. Biology teacher 
Warren Orloff said he finds the block on image searches inconvenient.

 “It would be nice to be able to do image searches without 
having to do so many steps,” Orloff said. “Maybe a safe image 
search could be created.”

However, Collett said everyone must keep in mind that the 
web filter is an all or nothing initiative across the district.

“It filters all Internet traffic for all of the district buildings,” he 
said. “Something that may be requested for a high school student 
may be inappropriate for an elementary student, and we have to keep 
this in mind when determining [whether or not] to allow a site.”

Other complaints about the filter are similarly explained.
“[The filter] is so strict that it also blocks helpful resources for 

students,” Meeth said. “One time when I tried to find interactive 
visuals for a biology project, they were blocked because they 
were considered games.”

However, other students play games that are not for 
educational purposes in class that are not blocked, she said. 

Sometimes web sites such as online translator are falsely 
blocked because of specific words on the web site, Collett said.

“A good example of this is a German to English dictionary 
was being blocked because the filter identified most words in 
the English language which we both know would trigger any 
filter,” Collett said. 

Although some students are unhappy with the switch, 
Collette said he believes the new filter is an improvement.

“As with any new system there are some bugs to work out, 
but our capabilities with Webwasher [are] far better than with 
BESS,” he said.    

bY laRa bonneR aNd aManDa JoneS

internet filter frustrates students, teachers alike
The search term “same sex marriage” is blocked by the new Webwasher Internet filter. Other education-related searches have also been blocked by the filter; language 
arts teacher Abby Pavell searched for the short story “‘The Lottery’ +Jackson” and had the search blocked for “gambling related” reasons.

ScreeNShot recreatIoN of WebWaSheR filTeR

Your request to URL “http://www.google.com/search? 
q=%22same+sex+marriage%22%26ie=UTF-8%26oe=UTF-8%26safe=active” has been blocked by 
the Webwasher Real-Time Classifier. The page was classified as sexual, erotic or adult content (70% 
probability overall) which is not allowed by your administrator at this time.
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College hopefuls take to sabotaging fellow applicants

In the competition to get into the most selective colleges, 
some students and their parents are resorting to a tasteless 
tactic: bashing other applicants.

The letters, mailed to college admissions offices, typi-
cally arrive without a signature. They say that rival applicants 
cheated on exams or got suspended for underage drinking. 
Sometimes, they include an unflattering newspaper clip-
ping or a sly suggestion to check out pictures on a student’s 
Facebook page.

At Northwestern University, one letter was written in crayon.
“I guess they thought we couldn’t trace it if it were in crayon,” 

said Christopher Watson, Northwestern’s dean of undergraduate 
admission. “The grammar was too good to be a little kid. ... We 
see everything. Nothing shocks us anymore.”

This year’s high school seniors should plan for another year 
of fierce competition to get into the most elite colleges and 
universities. The number of high school 
graduates is expected to peak at about 
3.3 million this year, with more of them 
choosing to attend college.

And if a recent discussion on a listserv 
for college admissions professionals and 
high school counselors is any indica-
tion, the competition could lead to some 
shocking behavior.

The e-mail exchange began with a 
simple query: “I just heard a horrific story 
from one of my students, and I wanted 
to see if there is any validity in it,” Sue 
Moller, a high school guidance counselor 
on Long Island, New York, posted on a message board for the 
National Association for College Admission Counseling. She 
wrote that a student told her that parents were writing letters 
about the “bad” conduct of other students “to help the chances 
of their student gaining admission.”

She asked whether any of the college officials had received 
such letters. She wasn’t expecting much of a response, but got 
more than a dozen replies.

“This is a lot deeper than I thought it was when I posted this 
silly question. You should have seen me running around the 
office saying, ‘You won’t believe this one,’” Moller said. “I can’t 
believe how widespread it is.”

College admissions officials said they do not track how many 
of these letters, calls or e-mails they receive, and said they are 
unsure whether they’re getting more of them. But with com-
petition fiercer than ever, and technology making it easier to 
communicate, several experts said they wouldn’t be surprised to 
see more of this behavior.

“If it is more competitive than before, then perhaps more 

of it is going on,” said Bill Fitzsimmons, Harvard’s admissions 
dean. “People are willing to lie in order to do better in what they 
consider to be a difficult competition.”

Fueling the behavior, in part, may be the perception that the 
competition is toughest among applicants from the same high 
school, perhaps leading some families to target classmates.

“People think if they disadvantage one student, it may advan-
tage theirs,” said Stacey Kostell, director of undergraduate ad-
missions at the University of Illinois. She said the university has 
received anonymously sent newspaper articles about applicants’ 
criminal activities.

Fitzsimmons and several other officials said anonymous al-
legations typically get thrown in the trash. If the letters include 
specific allegations or a newspaper article detailing criminal 
activity, officials might follow-up with a call to the applicants or 
their high schools.

Ted O’Neill, University of Chicago’s 
dean of admissions, said the university 
only occasionally receives a letter intended 
to sandbag another applicant. One letter 
pointed out that a student had lied about 
being president of the senior class.

O’Neill said he has followed up on 
signed letters, but disregards the anony-
mous ones.

But Dan Saracino, University of Notre 
Dame’s director of admissions, said he’ll 
investigate allegations even if they’re pro-
vided anonymously.

“If the person is saying something that 
might have some credence, you don’t want to dismiss it,” he said. 
“We will contact the student who is being maligned and ask 
them if they care to respond.”

Gloria Mueller, the college counseling coordinator at Glen-
brook South High School, said it’s the school’s policy to verify 
only students’ academic records, not disciplinary information. 
She described anonymous letter-writing campaigns as “abso-
lutely, totally sleazy.”

Mabel Freeman said Ohio State University has received 
letters from disgruntled families after their children were 
denied admission but other students from their high school 
were admitted.

Freeman, the assistant vice president of undergraduate 
admissions, said it’s unfortunate that the efforts are primarily 
orchestrated by adults.

“It is one more indication of the high anxiety that seems to 
be out there, the inability of some families to deal with a rejec-
tion,” Freeman said.

bY JoDi S. cohen/chicago TRibUne/McT

If the person is saying something that 
might have some credence, you don’t 
want to dismiss it. we will contact the 
student who is being maligned and ask 
them if they care to respond.

DAn SArACino,  
UniverSity of notre DAme’S 

DireCtor of ADmiSSionS

Competitive E d g E?gaININg a 
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graphIc bY alDo coRona

the series centers around Harry Potter, a boy wizard, whose experiences growing 
up in the magic world include fighting the worst dark wizard of all time, lord Volde-
mort, while trying to pass his classes at Hogwarts, school of witchcraft and wizardry, 
and also play Quidditch for his house team, Gryffindor.

The FeATURe PAge

Q: So Rosie, are you excited for Halloween?

RoSie: of course! It’s my favorite holiday. I 
love that magical and eerie feeling that 
you get during Halloween.

Q: Ooh, I like that spooky feeling too. What 
are your plans for the holiday?

RoSie: my plans are to find a sweet costume 
and eat toNS of candy!

Q: Does that mean you are trick-or-treating? 
I mean, isn’t that a bit juvenile...?

RoSie: oh no, I stopped trick-or-treating in 
fifth grade. I can’t stay in Never, Never land forever... it was time to 
grow up.

Q: Sounds like you had your “Peter Pan” moment at a young age...

RoSie: Yeah, I guess you could say that. So, when did you stop trick-
or-treating?

Q: Err... well... it was nice chatting with you, Rosie. 

RoSie:  Wait, you still trick-or-treat? “Isn’t that a bit juvenile...?”

seNIOR 
ROsIe KNIsLeY

photo bY gUnnaR SaMUelSon

Band members played their instruments in 
the hallway after school on Oct. 3 to kick 
off the homecoming festivities.

bY leah JohnSTon

the Harry Potter series has sold over 400 million books and 
has been translated into 65 languages. First published in 
1997, the Harry Potter series topped best-selling book lists 
for 10 years, with each book breaking the previous book’s 
record. the series has also made J.K. Rowling one of the most 
successful authors of all time.
Harry Potter has produced five blockbuster movies 
making it the highest grossing film series of all time, 
producing $4.48 billion. the sixth movie’s premiere was 
moved to July 17, 2009.  the film stars Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint and Emma 
Watson as Harry Potter, Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger, respectively.

Although the twilight series has not sold as many books as 
Harry Potter, it still made a multi-million debut with Twilight. 
A new novel in series, Midnight Sun, was due to be released 
but publishing is now indefinitely postponed after a partial 
draft of the book was leaked onto the Internet.

Twilight, the movie, debuts on Nov. 21, 2008 and stars 
Kristen Stewart, Robert Pattinson and taylor lautner. the 
movie is expected to have a blockbuster debut due to its 
loyal fan base. the sequel to the first novel, New Moon, is expected to be made 
into a movie, but there have been no official announcements.

the twilight series tells of an average teenage girl named Bella Swan who falls in love 
with the handsome vampire, Edward Cullen. this leaves Bella caught betwen two 
worlds: vampire and human causing problems for the lovers. mainly, Edward’s constant 
vampire urge to kill Bella creates distress among characters.

twilight fans have created an equally loyal fan base with popular websites like 
twilighters Anonymous and twilight lexicon.

Harry Potter fans have created a worldwide following along with several fan 
websites, the most prominent being muggleNet.

“I like Harry Potter better. the plot line for the Harry Potter 
series is well thought out and [the books] fall together 
perfectly. Some of the things brought up in the first book 
don’t come into play again until the last book, and I think 
that’s totally awesome. Anyways, in a fight, who would 
win, a wizard or a vampire? A WIZARD oF CoURSE!”seNIOR

ChAse PITmAN
JUNIOR

KeLseY shALVOY

“I like twilight better because I think the plot is 
more creative, even though the writing is not as 
good as Harry Potter. twilight is also easier to relate 
to because [the main character] Bella is just an 
average girl who falls in love for the first time. Plus, 
Edward Cullen is every girl’s dream date.”

the British author J.K. Rowling has not only written the highly successful Harry 
Potter series, but she is also a philanthropist and mother of three children.

Stephenie meyer, the author of the twilight series, is also a mother of three and 
cites her mormon faith and alternative band muse as sources of inspiration.

harry Potter Twilight

battle
Harry Potter and Twilight, two popular 
fantasy series, vie for teen audience

booK ImageS courteSY ScholaSTic PReSS aNd liTTle, bRoWn YoUng ReaDeRS
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T here was nothing extremely 
spectacular about Oct. 10—that is, 
not from the perspective of most 

UAHS students. However, on her first 
day in America, Scottish exchange 
student Skye Marshell was endlessly 
fascinated by the sheer size of the 
football field (which rivals the size of 
her school), Lucky Charms and the 
music played in the hallways, which 
made her feel as if she were in “one of 
those American movies.” 

UAHS students are given the 
opportunity to partake in various 
exchanges through several agencies, 
clubs and classes, allowing students to 
gain a cultural perspective beyond what 
can be taught in a classroom. Most 
recently, UAHS served as a host for 15 
students from Scotland.

Brian Chandler, adviser of the 
Scotland Exchange, said the exchange 
with Scotland was organized soon 
after St. Andrews, Scotland became 
UA’s Sister City in the mid-1990s. 
The connection between UA and St. 
Andrews was initiated because of a 
connection through UAHS graduate 
and professional golfer, Jack Nicklaus. 
Since then, there have been 10 student 
exchanges with Madras College, a 
school in St. Andrews. 

The Scottish students spent one 
day at UAHS to get a taste of the 

American teenager’s school day and 
then later participated in activities 
ranging from touring the OSU 
campus to visiting Cedar Point. 
Chandler also said the Scottish and 
UAHS students enjoyed discussing 
the upcoming election. 

 “It’s always interesting when they 
come [during] a big election year,” 
Chandler said. “I think that politics 
[are] always something interesting that 
they like to talk about—the differences 
as far as their 
views.”

Eleanor Dillon, 
another Scottish 
exchange student, 
said she was initially 
unsure of how 
the group of the 
Scottish students 
was going to fit 
together.

“[I was] sort of 
dreading how our group may or may 
not bond when we [were] all shoved 
together,” Dillon said. “There [were] 
so many different types of people 
going—I [was] wondering how it 
[would] work out.”

Despite not knowing any of the 
other students well, Marshell said the 
issue resolved itself during the group 
trip to Cedar Point.

UAHS students pose outside the high school with their Scottish counterparts. The Scottish students were in UA 
from Oct. 9-20. UAHS students: Hannah Bills, Sarah Frecker, Lindsay Gardner, Robby Gerlach, Sarah Griffith, 
Akanksha Jayanthi, Aedan Maher, Jen Marchese, Kelly Mason, Bailey McClellan, Brian Novi, Raleigh Pearson, 
Tess Phinney, John Sawhill and Kalli Sisterhen. Scottish students:  Tom Anderson, Euen Campbell,  Jasmin 
Crocker, Helen Crombie, Eleanor Dillon, Suzy Dillon, Calum Gibbs, Daniel Johnson, Skye Marshell, Laura Miller, 
Emily Morrison,  John Oliver, Jennifer Rifftin, Felix Ritchie and Pia Wild.

photo bY hannah billS

bY SaRah WaTSon

“It was a good bonding experience 
with people being terrified together,” she 
said.

According to Chandler, the 
relationships that are formed between 
exchange students and their host families 
do not end when the exchange student 
returns to his or her home.

“The great piece of this is that [they 
are] not just going to Scotland to tour 
the castles. [They] get to live with this 
person and see how they live their life,” 
Chandler said. “They form lifelong 
relationships with the person they’re 
paired up with.”

There are the obvious differences 
between UAHS and Madras College: 
The marching band is replaced by a 
piping band, rugby takes the place of 
the American version of football, and 
on top of that the founder of Madras 
College was born before the initiation 
of the United States of America. Julie 
Richards, who has been involved in 
foreign exchange her entire life, said the 
glaring differences between cultures can 
often shield the things that cultures have 
in common.

“I think you can learn a lot about 
someone from another country and 
realize how similar we really are,” 
Richards said. 

Spanish teacher Richard Duarte led 
the first, and possibly last, Costa Rican 
exchange in 2007 after Spanish teacher 

Cynthia Abraham 
went on maternity 
leave. Though 
Duarte faced many 
challenges with 
the Costa Rican 
exchange, he said 
it was worth it 
nonetheless.

“Nothing can 
compare to the 

experience of actually taking them to 
another country,” Duarte said. “Because our 
country is so big, we’re really buffered by 
ourselves. We don’t see how the world lives.”

Marshell said introducing the 
Americans to Scotland will be an 
exciting experience.

“I think they might be disappointed 
because everything is so much smaller, but 
I can’t wait to show them our culture and 
how much fun we have,” she said.    

The great piece of this is that [they 
are] not just going to scotland to 
tour the castles. [They] get to live 
with this person and see how they 
live their life.

ADviSer BriAn ChAnDler

feature 
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I’m for

historic election 
spurs enthusiastic 
involvement from 
UAhs students

T
he past two presidential elections have been 
two of the closest and most controversial in our 
nation’s history. however, according to a study by 
pew charitable trusts, an independent, nonprofit 

organization, only 51.6 percent of ohio’s citizens aged 
18-24 cast a ballot in the 2004 election, despite the 
pivotal role ohio played in the election.  many political 
pundits, such as uSa today’s andrew Sherry, have 
attributed president george w. bush’s success in ohio to 
this lack of youth voter turnout, because many young 
voters supported John Kerry. 

this year, due to the historic nature of the election 
and the incumbent president’s record-low approval 
ratings, the youth population has been energized. 
Youth voter turnout in the 2008 primaries increased by 
10 percent from the 2000 primaries, according to a pct 
study. many young voters at uahS are finding ways to 
get involved in an election that will have a significant 
impact on their futures.

focuS collage photoS courteSY McT caMPUS/Dennis TennanT, Corey LowensTein,  
Joe BurBank, PauL ToPLe, John sLeezer, anD ChuCk LiDDy

focuS collage SIgNS aNd StIcKerS courteSY John Mccain anD baRacK  obaMa caMPaignS

bY JaMie aRKin
aNd coReY McMahon
focuS deSIgN bY KeRRY SUllivan
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OBAMA ’08
WWW.BARACKOBAMA.COM

born in Idaho on •	
february 11, 1964
graduated from •	
university of Idaho in 
1987
In 2006, she became •	
the 11th governor of 
alaska, and the first 
woman to hold the 
position

Since 1920, when the 
19th amendment to the 
constitution was ratified, women in america have had 
the right to vote. this however, has not been enough to 
give women political equality in our nation. there have 
been 55 vice presidents in our history, and all have been 
males. Sarah palin represents a gender that has spent 
the last century, starting with the suffragist movement, 
fighting for equality in our nation. being elected to an 
office as powerful as vice-president would represent a 
step for women similar to that of gaining the right to 
vote, and would further their fight for political equality. 

born in hawaii on •	
aug. 4, 1961
graduated from •	
columbia university 
in 1983
graduated from •	
harvard law School 
in 1991
In 2004, he became •	
the third african-
american since 
reconstruction to be-
come a u.S. Senator

barack obama has the chance to make history not only 
by becoming president, a memorable feat, but also by 
becoming the first african-american president. there 
have been 43 white-male american presidents in the 
nation’s history, a history riddled with discrimination 
against african-americans. Similar to abolishing slavery 
and the civil rights movement, having an african-
american elected to the presidency would be a large 
and meaningful step for all minorities in the continuing 
fight for equality.

Regardless of outcome, Obama, 
Palin inspire election firsts

OBAMA ’08
WWW.BARACKOBAMA.COM

Out the √ote
Getting

McCAIN
PALINWWW.JOHNMcCAIN.COM

According to Government teacher 
Kelly Scott, young voter turnout will 
most likely increase in the 2008 election.  

“This election has the attention of 
the most under-represented group of 
voters: 18-24 year olds,” Scott said. 
“The young generation is starting 
to realize that decisions made in 
Washington will affect their future.”

Senior Sarah Higbee said she plans to 
vote this November because she realizes 
issues today will impact her future.

“Most of the current issues will 
affect our future down the road,” 
Higbee said. “The future is important.”

Senior Justin Ping said he decided to 
cast a ballot because he understands the 
importance of having his opinion heard.

“It is nice to have a say,” Ping said. “It 
is nice to know you are doing what you 
can to shape the way things will be.”

With more students understanding 
the importance of casting their 
ballots, it is likely that the common 
values and opinions of young voters 
will play a key role in deciding the 
election. According to the Akron 
Beacon Journal, Ohio’s elections chief 
said roughly 660,000 new voters have 
registered in 2008. 

The number of 
increased voters was 
shown this year in 
the March primaries, 
where a large share 
of these new voters 
were younger voters. 
Voters aged 18-
24 increased by 10 percent from the 
primary elections in 2000 according to 
the Pew Charitable Trusts study.

Since the increase in young voter 
turnout began before the primary 
elections in March, these voters have 
had ample time to learn about the 
presidential candidates and their 
stances on important issues, giving 
those voters a stronger knowledge of 

the candidates.
Scott said she believes the Internet 

plays a large role in the increased 
awareness of young voters.

“Many people are getting their 
information online,” she said. “They can 
see debates and interviews, and research 
the validity of candidates’ statements.”

The issues 
of concern to 
student voters 
at UAHS range 
from foreign 
policy and 
energy to the 
economy. Both 
Ping and Higbee 

cited foreign policy and the economy 
as critical issues in deciding their vote. 
It is no surprise that the economy 
is a major issue, as the increase in 
gas prices directly affects many high 
school students’ wallets. 

Senior Cooper Dennis said energy 
was one of the main issues that led 
him towards the Republican side of 
the spectrum.

The [younger] generation is starting 
to realize that decisions made in 
washington will affect their future.

Government teACher
kelly SCott

focuS
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In√ol√ed
Getting

Barack    46%
obama:

John       30%
mcCain:

Unsure/ 24%
other:  

If eligible, are you 
registered to vote?

If registered, for whom 
do you plan to vote?

        Yes: 93%

      No: 7%

Source : volUnTaRY aRlingTonian SURveY of 61 SenioRS ocT. 3 - ocT. 10

“I like that Palin is pro-drilling in 
Alaska,” Dennis said. “I’m in favor 
of that strategy because I think our 
economy really needs that.”

Higbee, who plans to vote Democrat, 
also said energy policy is important to 
her. However, she took the opposite 
stance, citing it as one of the reasons 
she leans toward Obama.

“I think that we should be 
developing alternative energy sources 
because this would help our economy 
and create more jobs,” she said.

Like Higbee, the majority of UAHS 
students registered to vote in the 
upcoming election plan to vote for 
Obama and appear to be more aligned 
with his ideology.

In a voluntary survey of seniors 
eligible to vote, 93 percent said they 
were registered. Of these, 46 percent said 
they planned to vote for Barack Obama 
while only 30 percent said they planned 
to vote for John McCain, and 24 percent 
said they were unsure or undecided.

Scott said she thinks younger 
voters generally align with Obama as 
opposed to McCain for several reasons.

“Surface reasons such as age 
difference and appearance play a 
role,” Scott said. “Also, some young 
voters are reading deeper and looking 
at the issues. They seem to line up 
more with Obama’s Iraq stance and 
tax policies.”

Although voting is the easiest 
way for a citizen to get involved in 
an election, a number of students 
decided simply casting a ballot was 
not enough. Whether or not they are 
voting, students have volunteered for 
campaigns, started both Republican 
and Democratic clubs at school 
and passed out stickers supporting 
candidates.

Senior Liana 
Harutyunyan has 
pursued a number of 
ways to not only get 
herself more involved 
in the election, but 
also to encourage 
more seniors 
throughout the school 
to get involved as well. 

“This [election] will impact our 
lives,” Harutyunyan said. “Some people 
don’t realize that because they don’t 
have enough information.”

Harutyunyan decided to get involved 
in the Ohio Campaign for Change in 
support of Barack Obama. Through the 
campaign, she and fellow senior Ali 

Thieman started an organization within 
the school called Students for Obama. 
This student organization works with 
a national organization’s campaign to 
help recruit more volunteers and sway 
voters to Obama’s side. 

“We are a group of 50-plus students 
who get materials from the Ohio 
Campaign for Change. They are using 
high school students to get a specific 
base by making phone calls asking 
people to identify with Obama,” 
Harutyunyan said. 

As part of the club, she organized a 
benefit concert called “Barack Rocks,” 
where local bands played at Fancyburg 
Park on Tuesday, Oct. 21.  The concert 

also had a presentation 
about Obama to 
convince attendees to 
vote for him.

In addition to 
starting a club at 
the high school to 
increase support for 
Obama, Harutyunyan 
had a political 

scientist come to the school and 
educate seniors on the election for 
part of her senior thesis.

Harutyunyan said her main goal 
when getting involved in the election 
was to organize the students at the 
high school.

“The campaign is using high school 

obama

mccaIN

other

I wanted a place where 
politically active and 
[ideologically] similar students 
could meet and share ideas.

Senior vAn eDmonDS

focuS 
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OBAMA ’08
WWW.BARACKOBAMA.COM HIOFOR OBAMA

students in order to mobilize a specific 
base [of youth voters],” Harutyunyan said. 

On the Republican side, senior 
Van Edmonds, who classified himself 
as an independent with conservative 
tendencies, revived the UAHS 
Republican Club, now called the G.O.P. 
Club. Edmonds said he felt it was 
important for all political ideologies to 
be represented.

“Democratic students meet, and I 
thought it only fair for Republican or 

conservative students to meet as well,” 
Edmonds said.

Edmonds also said he feels it is 
important for students to be politically 
active in this election. 

“[This is] a historic election in 
our nation’s history,” Edmonds said. 
“Everyone should get involved.”

By creating the G.O.P. Club, 
Edmonds provided conservative students 
with a place to discuss their views with 
other students who also fall on the right 

side of the political spectrum.
“I wanted a place where politically 

active and [ideologically] similar 
students could meet and share ideas,” 
Edmonds said.

Inevitably, whether Republican, 
Democrat or Independent, eligible 
students will brace themselves for 
the cold weather and long lines on 
Nov. 4 to cast their ballots and make 
a difference, affecting the lives of 
themselves and others.    

with the general election near its end, the time has 
come to take a look back at the path each candidate 
took to get them to where they stand today—four 

days until one of them becomes the 44th president of the 
United States.

Barack obama announced his candidacy in February 
2007, in his home city of Chicago.  He was the third African-
American Senator ever in the U.S., but he emerged on the 
national political scene less than three years ago when 
he delivered the keynote address at the 2004 Democratic 
National Convention.

He won the Iowa caucuses in January of 2008, the first 
of 54 contests that would result in him becoming the first 
African-American nominee of the Democratic Party.  He 
faced chief rival Hillary Clinton, democratic senator from New 
York and wife of former President Bill Clinton. the New York 
Senator was the early favorite to win the nomination.

Whereas in most primary elections the nominee is 
decided after only a few contests, this year’s race broke the 
traditional structure and Clinton suspended her campaign 
after the final contest in June, when obama had become the 
likely nominee.

After Clinton left the race and obama became the 
presumptive nominee, many strategists and pundits 
expressed doubt as to whether he could gain the support 
of Clinton voters, a hurdle which obama has strived to clear 
since he became the nominee.

John mcCain, a former prisoner of war and veteran 
senator from Arizona, announced his candidacy to become 
the Republican nominee shortly after obama on the late 
Show with David letterman.  John mcCain ran for the 
Republican nomination for President in 2000, but lost 
against George W. Bush.

For his 2008 run,  his campaign nearly drowned in debt 
before the first primary contest, and he fell behind in early 
polls. mcCain bounced back to win the second primary, 
New Hampshire, making him the frontrunner for the 
Republican Party’s nomination.

His chief rival in the primary battle was former 
massachusetts Gov. mitt Romney, the millionaire turned 
politician.  After Feb. 5, the day on which more than 25 
primary contests were held, Romney only won six and 
mcCain became the presumptive Republican nominee.

then, on Aug. 22, obama named Delaware Senator 
Joe Biden, a former contender to become the Democratic 
nominee, as his vice-presidential running mate.  many 
pundits expected that Biden was tapped because of the 
foreign policy credentials he could bring to the ticket, which 
obama lacked.

Six days later, mcCain picked Gov. Sarah Palin, the little 
known governor of Alaska and second woman to be picked 
as a vice-presidential running mate.  John mcCain said he 
made the unexpected pick because of Palin’s record as a 
reformer and Washington outsider. However, many pundits 
and strategists suspected the pick was made to attract 
Clinton voters who are having trouble supporting obama.

Since then, controversy has followed the Republican 
vice-presidential candidate.  Reporting on Palin’s history 
as a mayor and governor, along with reports on her family, 
prompted the campaign to accuse the media of sexism 
in their coverage.  this was followed by a series of poorly-
received tV interviews, which began to diminish Palin’s 
reputation in national polls.

the three presidential debates came amidst an 
increasingly troubling economic crisis; therefore the economy 
dominated the debates.  An unprecedented number of 
people tuned in to watch the debates: 66 million for the 
second Presidential debate, and 75 million for the vice-
presidential debate, according to The New York Times.

As the election looms, the candidates ride down the 
home stretch, continuing to campaign in the heavily 
contested battleground states.  this includes ohio, where 
voter registration has spiked, seeing an increase of 660,000 
registered voters.  these voters, many aged 18-24, will likely 
make the difference this year after the close result ohio saw 
in 2004: Bush 51 percent, Kerry 49 percent.    

The election thus far...
focuS
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For Barack Obama For John McCain
two-hundred and thirty two 

years ago, our forefathers 
drafted a document that 

has been read, referenced, and 
respected by the American public. 
I must admit that I too revere the 
manuscript, on the basis that I see 
nothing of greater importance than 
our inalienable rights to Life, Lib-
erty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. 
In these dim times, however we 
find ourselves in nearly the same 
position that Jefferson, Adams, 
and Franklin found themselves in, 
in 1776. Our very rights are being 

threatened, and we have a responsibility to protect those rights 
from distortion, or nullification. I believe, vehemently, that the 
only man currently running for president who has the ability to 
protect our rights is Barack Obama.

For several reasons, Obama is superior to his opponent, not 
least of which being his views on foreign policy. Obama has an-
nounced his plan to meet with foreign leaders and talk through 
our problems in order to avoid the bloodshed that has resulted 
from poor information and worse decision-making over the past 
eight years. Unlike his opponents, he believes that diplomacy is 
the wisest course: “Not talking doesn’t make us look tough—it 
makes us look arrogant.” It is in this manner that Barack Obama 
will be protecting American lives, through the type of diplomacy 
that has been so scarce recently in our nation’s executive branch.

Obama also has a plan to deal with the looming economic 
disaster. Rather than lowering taxes across the board, and hop-
ing that failed economic policies of the past will finally rise from 
the grave and save us all, Obama will decrease taxes for those 
who truly need a tax cut—anyone making less than $250,000 
a year. As for the richest of the rich—their taxes will go up to 
pre-Bush levels—with the hope that our economy will also rise 
to pre-Bush levels. Hopefully, with a better economy, Americans 
can continue to pursue happiness as they have in the past.

It is indeed hope that sets Obama apart from the rest—for it is 
hope that he presents us, his soon-to-be constituents with. Hope 
that the nation will grow as it has not during the past eight years. 
Hope that Americans will retain their freedoms by allowing all per-
sons in the United States the same rights we have long been guar-
anteed (as opposed to his opponents’ proposed revoking of several 
of those rights). Obama will protect American rights to Liberty.

I hope, too, from the bottom of my heart, that our endeav-
ors as a nation will be met with the same success that met our 
founding fathers more than two centuries ago.  And I hope you, 
reading this, will take the time to examine the policies proposed 
by Obama and his opponents, and come to the same logical 
conclusion that I have. And to those who doubt that such a feat 
is possible, that we could elect a young lawyer from Illinois as 
president in trying and turbulent times, I leave you with three 
words: Yes We Can.    

I am endorsing John McCain 
for president in the upcoming 
election because I believe 

him to be the leader that we 
need—the leader who will tell us 
what we need to know, not what 
we want to hear.  John McCain’s 
clear history of experience, 
independence and courage are the 
qualities of a true leader.

I primarily support John 
McCain for his economic plan 
and philosophy of free markets 
and reduced government 
spending.  In a time where we 

are experiencing major economic challenges—a banking/
credit crisis, $9 trillion total debt, rising energy costs and 
unemployment—raising taxes on individuals and businesses 
will not help. It has been proven throughout history that 
tax increases inhibit real economic growth by stifling 
entrepreneurial spirit.  John McCain supports a simple and 
fair tax plan, which will help U.S. industries stay in the 
United States. Barack Obama’s massive tax increases and 
increases in government bureaucracy will undoubtedly send 
U.S. businesses packing, leaving workers jobless. In addition, 
John McCain supports lowering trade barriers, further 
helping the American workers.

Unlike Barack Obama, John McCain supports all forms of 
U.S. energy, such as off-shore drilling, which will serve as an 
extra U.S. energy supply as we bridge to cleaner technologies, 
including wind, solar and nuclear. Barack Obama hesitates 
about nuclear power, although it is a clean, safe, and cost 
effective energy source. McCain understands that alternative 
energy is not just an environmental concern but also one of 
national security and economic stability.

John McCain has over 20 years of experience and is able 
to work across party lines. His bipartisan approach reflects the 
majority of Americans who have a practical, moderate perspective. 
On the other hand Barack Obama has the highest liberal voting 
average, clearly not representing American’s interests as a whole. 

Furthermore, John McCain has led in legislative reform 
time and time again.  He led in immigrations reform, which 
was opposed by some in his own party, lending reform, which 
was denied by Democrats (and put us in the lending crisis we 
are in now), gun reform, tobacco reform, and wasteful spending 
reform. However, what has Barack Obama done? 

As Senator Hillary Clinton said, “Senator McCain has a 
lifetime of experience… and Senator Obama has a speech he 
gave back in 2002.” How can we give someone the Presidency 
when he has never done a thing to change this country, but so 
eloquently claims to be a change-maker? 

For these reasons, I shall be supporting John McCain.  He has 
the experience, the will, and the resolve to do what is best for the 
country under any circumstances and despite any influence.     

bY gueSt columNISt 
MiDo alY

bY gueSt columNISt 
eRiK KRaUSe
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SportS

SportS
SPOTLIGHT

  
November 1- the cross country 

state championship takes 
place at Scioto Downs.

November 1- the field hockey 
state championship will be 
held at UA at 1 p.m.

November 12- Girls basketball 
plays in its first scrimmage 
against Westerville Central.

November 14- Ice hockey travels 
to toledo to play St. Johns 
in a scrimmage at 7 p.m.

November 15- Boys basketball 
plays in its first 
scrimmage of the season 
at 10 a.m. in Chillicothe.

November 28~30- Ice hockey 
plays in the midwest 
turkey Invitational.

Fall sports come to an end, 
focus on championship season

photo bY hannah billS
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SportS 

Q: What is your 
favorite thing about 
football?

KRiMM: I would say 
competing on 
Friday night in front 
of a crowd and the 
camaraderie with 
the team.

Q: How has the team responded to various 
injuries key players have had?

KRiMM: Some people play more and the 
underclassmen have had to step up [and 
they] have done a really good job.

Q: What are the team’s goals for the season?

KRiMM: We have always talked about the 
ultimate goal [of ] making it to states and 
playing in the state championship. this year, 
[we hope] to win the oCC championship.

athlete
OPInIOn

Senior 
noah KRiMM

football

Q: How is the season 
going so far?

MaRcheSe: I think 
it has been really 
successful. the 
girls team has 
been undefeated 
thus far and the 
boys team is doing 
a lot better than 
they were at this point last year.

Q: What are your goals for the team this 
season?

MaRcheSe: We want to qualify both the 
girls and boys teams for state. I think 
at this point it’s really important that 
the runners stay together in practice so 
they can stay together in meets and win 
more points.

Senior Captain 
Jen MaRcheSe

girls cross country

GIRLS FIELD HOCKEY: Senior Nicolette Tangi and junior Alice O’Neill sharpen their 
skills at practice on Oct. 15. The team is currently ranked seventh in the central 
Ohio bracket.

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL: Junior Kathy Chilikov serves the ball at the Bears Oct. 2 home 
game  against Westland. The Bears lost 3-2.

BOYS CROSS COUNTRY: Junior Joey Mikac runs to the finish line at the Sept. 27 
Pickerington North Panther Invitational.  The Bears came in third.

JV BOYS WATER POLO: Junior Nick Eisenman swims to the ball at the Bears Sept. 
24 home match. The Ohio water polo state championship took place Oct. 24 -25.

FOOTBALL: Senior Alex Drake runs the ball at practice on Oct. 15.  The Bears are 
continuing to improve as playoff season approaches.

photo bY gUnnaR SaMUelSon
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t    he girls water polo team achieved one of its biggest 
victories to date—winning “The Beast of the East” 
tournament after a thrilling overtime goal by senior 
captain Maddie Armitage in the final. The team won the 

tournament on Sept. 28 in Reading, Pa. after six victories with 
both the semifinal and final wins coming in overtime play. 

Senior captain Molly Stiebler described the tournament 
atmosphere as exciting and emotional. 

“The place was out of control,” Stiebler said. “[The 
natatorium was] filled with 
all the teams we had played 
previously [in the tournament] 
and their parents. I couldn’t 
hear anything—it was 
deafening.” 

Sophomore player Bethany 
Yunker agreed, saying the 
atmosphere was tense.

“Everybody was on the edge of their seats, just waiting and 
watching,” Yunker said. 

The Bears have traveled to the tournament before, making it 
to the semifinals the past two years. Stiebler said the tournament 
hosts the best high school water polo teams in the country. 

 “[Beast of the East] is the biggest water polo tournament 
outside of California,” Stiebler said. “We beat the best teams from 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and even Texas. The tournament allows 

bY linDSaY gaRDneR

graphIc bY bRanDon Sega

us a chance to see better competition so we 
can continue to grow.”

Stiebler said because the 
tournament hosts top teams from 

across the nation, winning 
the tournament adds to the 

reputation of Ohio water 
polo. 

“[Before this] nobody  
really respected Ohio 
water polo,” Stiebler 
said. “This win gives 
us a lot of national 
recognition.” 

Coach Dan 
Peterkoski agreed, 

saying that a win at the 
Beast of the East should 

bring more attention to 
UAHS water polo players.
“We are trying to get better 

on the national scene,” Peterkoski 
said. “We want to try to be a 

national power. This will give our athletes better 
opportunities in regards to college recruiting.”

Peterkoski said his favorite part of the tournament was 
seeing the improvement in the team as a whole. 

“We are a young team this year,” Peterkoski said. 
“Seeing the development of our younger players and their 
contribution at this tournament [was my favorite part].”

Though this tournament was a big win for the Bears, the 
team had a disappointing end to the season last year with a 
loss in the state championship game. Stiebler said the Bears 
hope to redeem themselves in the state tournament.

“At this point, we have to continue to stay on top and try 
to keep improving,” Stiebler said. “We have to bring home 
the state title this year. ”

Peterkoski said although winning state is a main goal, an 
additional objective is to maintain a high level of competitiveness.

“We want to win another state championship,” Peterkoski 
said. “But more importantly we want 
to maintain the high level of play 
we showed at Beast of the East. We 
can’t play down because of the easier 
competition.” 

Yunker said her goal is for the team 
to continue to improve. 

“We are undefeated,” Yunker said. 
“[I hope to] have everyone improve 

individually and to work better as a team.”
Although Yunker said she has enjoyed the team’s success, 

she said she enjoys being a part of the water polo team 
mainly because it is an interesting and challenging sport.

“It’s a great game to play. I love sports that make you 
work, and water polo definitely requires a lot of hard work 
and dedication,” Yunker said. “Everyone on the team is 
really close.”

Girls water polo team dominates 
at multi-state tournament

[Before this] nobody really respected Ohio water 
polo. This win gives us a lot of recognition we never 
had before.

Senior CAptAin molly StieBler

SportS
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Although most UA residents 
rarely have to think about it, 
there are young people out 
there who face the constant 

challenge of avoiding dangers 
lurking in their neighborhood 
streets. However,  sometimes 
danger finds them regardless of 
how hard they try to escape it. 

Student athletes living in these 
neighborhoods often face the brunt 
of this violence. While student 
athletes in UA are praised for their 
athletic achievements, promising 

athletes in volatile neighborhoods receive nothing but jealousy 
and anger.  This was the case for senior Terrance Kelly —a De 
La Salle High School football star from Concord, California 
whose life came to a sudden end Aug. 12, 2004 because of 
an incident that would typically be cause for joy : winning a 
basketball tournament. Kelly was committed to play football at 
the University of Oregon and had aspirations of competing for 
the starting safety position in the fall of his freshman year.  His 
motivation to avoid violence and crime came from his parents. 
His father, Landrin, was a drug dealer and notorious street 
figure at the age of 18, when Kelly was born. With his mother 
living in San Francisco, Kelly was raised by his grandmother, 
Bevlyn, while his father spent six months in a program for 
possession of narcotics with intent to sell. He was eventually 
diverted from the streets and found passion in coaching his son’s 
baseball and football teams. 

Because of his athletic ability and growing fame for playing 
for the renowned De La Salle team, kids from surrounding 
neighborhoods soon became jealous of Kelly’s success. Many 
were envious of Kelly’s athletic ability and popularity. Darren 
Pratcher, a 15-year-old from a nearby neighborhood, seemed 
to have the biggest beef with Kelly.  On the night of Aug. 12, 

2004, Kelly arrived in Pratcher’s neighborhood to pick up his 
stepbrother. Angry about Kelly’s recent win in a basketball 
tournament, he pulled up to Kelly’s car and fired four shots 
from a borrowed .22 caliber Marlin rifle—hitting Kelly twice 
in the right cheek, once in the head and once in the back. 
Pratcher was charged as an adult and was sentenced to 50 
years to life in prison.

Sports have given many athletes at UA the opportunity to 
feel the glory of success, support from the community and even 
a little bit of public fame. Events like the one involving Kelly 
should be a wake-up call for all UA athletes to the fortunes 
we so often take for granted. While we use sports as a way to 
boost college resumes, make the most out of our high school 
experience and possibly continue playing at the collegiate level, 
students like Kelly must use their athletic ability to escape the 
violent, destructive lifestyle to which many students surrounding 
them succumb.  Unfortunately, instead of being recognized and 
admired, Kelly was murdered in cold blood for breaking the 
mold of the average teen in his neighborhood. 

Alex Drake, a senior captain on the football team, said he 
understands the benefits of being an athlete at UAHS. 

“Sometimes we take advantage of the opportunities we, 
as athletes, have here at UAHS and forget that not all high 
schoolers are as lucky,” Drake said.

Drake said he believes the parents and coaches of the 
community play a significant role in the success of our sports 
programs and athletes. 

“I think one of the main reasons we are so fortunate is 
because of how much our coaches and parents care about our 
futures,” he said.  “I have never had a coach that doesn’t want 
what is in your own best interest. The parents are also always 
involved with their kid’s sport, and I think that is what so many 
schools are missing: the support of their community.”

Although this event may have happened 3,000 miles away, 
UA athletes can still recognize how fortunate they are to  be 
embraced by their community rather than victimized by it.   

bY MiTch lex

golden Opportunities
Murder of California football star reminds UAHS students to appreciate athletic opportunities
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T
he lights are off in a crowded venue. People stand shoulder-
to-shoulder and chat impatiently as they wait for the band to 
come on. Suddenly, the lights go up and the crowd begins to 
dance and sing along energetically. This band, however, is not 

Dave Matthews Band or Death Cab for Cutie, but Pax Romana, a 
band comprised of UAHS students.

Although the members of Pax Romana are students, they have 
distinguished themselves from other high school bands through 
accomplishments such as successfully recording a demo, releasing it 
on iTunes and playing more than 60 shows at local venues.

However, the band went through many 
different lineups and styles of music to reach 
this point of success. Junior Phil Lindsay, one 
of the band’s founders, said he came up with 
the idea while serving a detention. 

“[ Junior] Kris McKinney and I had to 
come in for [detention] over the summer,” 
Lindsay said. “We started talking and realized 
we had a lot in common musically and decided to form a band.”

They then recruited junior Tom McGeoch and found a name.
“I was in history class and our teacher said the term ‘Pax Romana,’ 

which means ‘Roman peace,’” Lindsay said. “I kept it in the back of 
my mind, and when we were trying to name the band later it fit.”

Throughout the years, Pax Romana has only had two permanent 
members: Lindsay and McGeoch.  The new and final additions to 
the band are seniors Austin Glasser and Alex Murray, who both 
joined in 2007.

According to Murray, when he joined Pax Romana, the band’s 
sound was not cohesive.

“I wasn’t really into their style of music at first, but we changed it 
up a lot and made it fun and less scream-o,” Murray said.

After finding their sound, the band created four original tracks 

and recorded its first demo, called The Sitsl Demo, at Paper Tiger 
Records in August. They released the demo to the public two 
weeks later.

After the demo was cut, Pax Romana held a release party at The 
Basement. Following this show, the band played numerous shows 
at venues such as Bernie’s and Newport Music Hall. Each of these 
shows have produced a large turn-out from supporters, Murray said.

Junior Libby Seguin is one of these supporters. She said she goes 
to the band’s shows as often as she can.

“I think it’s really cool that [Pax Romana] is so successful when 
they are so young,” Seguin said. “I always try 
to support them by going to their shows and 
buying the music they release.”

Pax Romana made its debut onto iTunes 
Sept. 27. McGeoch said he submitted the 
demo directly to iTunes; after paying a small 
fee the band was accepted. This step is crucial 
in gaining more publicity, Murray said.

“We want people other than locals to buy our music and maybe 
get recognized,” Murray said.

Although Pax Romana has already accomplished a great deal, the 
band strives for more. According to Murray, the band plans to do 
larger shows and tour more throughout the school year and summer.

“We want to eventually tour around Ohio,” Murray said.  “It 
would take a lot of work and luck, but we would love to do bigger 
shows and maybe even get signed.”

The band is in agreement, however, that no matter what 
happens with them, they love playing in the band just for the 
fulfillment they get from it. They also want to continue to play 
for as long as they can.

“You get really into the music and I love that,” Murray said. 
“Playing is better than any high any drug would ever give you.”

It would take a lot of work and luck but 
we would love to do bigger shows and 
maybe even get signed.

Senior Alex mUrrAy

PAX ROMANA:
bY KiM WeiSenbeRgeR

Student band 
achieves widespread 
success, notoriety
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Left: Senior Austin Glasser plays the bass 
during a concert. Middle: Pax Romana 
is captured in a promotion picture in 
the heart of downtown. Right: Junior 
Phil Lindsay belts out the chorus of an 
original track during a concert.
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bY  KRiSTY helScel

Wexner exhibit honors Andy Warhol, inspires student’s artistic endeavors

ommercial artist Andy Warhol, credited with the 
emergence of pop art in the 1960s, has been said to be 
one of the most influential and prolific American artists 

of the 20th century. In order to honor the artist’s 80th birthday, 
the art and ideas of Warhol will be displayed at the Wexner 
Center for the Arts in the exhibition Andy Warhol: Other Voices, 
Other Rooms from Sept. 13, 2008 to Feb. 15, 2009.

Director Sherri Geldin said she first saw the exhibit at the 
Stedelijk museum in Amsterdam and decided 
to bring it to The Wexner Center.

“[The exhibit] explores the remarkable legacy 
of an artist who utterly transformed the cultural 
landscape of his own time,” Geldin said.

The opening of the exhibit was scheduled 
only a few days before Warhol’s would-be 
80th birthday. In honor of the artist’s life, 
the exhibit recognizes the variety of Warhol’s 
artwork; from soup cans to colorful self-
portraits, Warhol art has altered the traditional 
views of the word “art.” 

At a young age, Warhol started collecting 
autographed pictures of movie stars—the 
beginning of a lifelong obsession with 
celebrities and collecting. Warhol improved his paintings 

through silkscreening, a mechanical process 
that erases incantations made by the painter. 

Later, he also developed an interest in 
filmmaking. 

Given Warhol’s manipulation of 
virtually every artistic medium, Geldin 
said she believes the exhibit to be 
influential and relatable to both past 
and present artists. Warhol’s impact on 

modern-day artwork is represented in the hallways of UAHS. 
Senior Garrett O’Brochta is one of many scholastic artists 

who idolizes and studies Andy Warhol and his work. O’Brochta 
said he believes Warhol is not only a great influence on his 
artwork, but he also helps him appreciate art.

“If I’ve learned anything from [Andy Warhol and his style 
it is] to not constantly stress about the grade,” O’Brochta said. “ 
What is great about art is you are seriously your worst critic—

the piece isn’t finished until you say it is.”
Triggered by this influence, O’Brochta 

decided to construct a self-portrait based off 
Warhol’s technique of self-printing. 

“I had a lot of fun with the piece,” he said. 
“His technique and vibrant color choices 
reflected into my pieces this year.”

Warhol’s impact on culture in general 
is overlooked by many. O’Brochta said he 
believes the work of Warhol taught him to view 
ordinary objects as inspiration for art. Warhol’s 
artistic abilities and influential ideas seem 
endless and unattainable by the common artist, 
O’Brochta said. 

“The ability to see 
something ordinary in a vibrant and 
extraordinary way is something 
that a lot of us wish we could 
do,” O’Brochta said. “The ability 
to really enforce and push 
through what many think is ‘art’ 
is something every artist only 
dreams of attaining, and [Andy 
Warhol’s] work is inspirational 
for that dream to come true.”                  

Who: andy warhol

WhaT: Andy Warhol:  Other 
Voices, Other Rooms.  
Artwork by Andy Warhol.

When: Sept. 13 to feb. 15

WhY go: to observe 
artwork and learn 
about an inspiring artist

WheRe: the wexner 
center for the arts 
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The vocal music department’s production of Jekyll & Hyde was 
named one of the “Showstopper Runners-up” by the weekend 
edition of USA Today. The newspaper started giving the award 
to outstanding high school performances across the nation two 

years ago. According to vocal music teacher Eric Kauffman, this is the 
first year the production team entered its work into the contest.  

“I wasn’t sure what the criteria was for the 
judging, so I didn’t have high expectations of 
winning,” Kauffman said. “I was, of course, 
ecstatic once I heard the news that we made 
the list.” 

The UAHS performance of Jekyll & 
Hyde was among four other high school 
productions praised for exceptional 
performance. In the article, USA Today writer 
Brian Truitt wrote, “doing the epic Jekyll & Hyde musical... would 
be a massive undertaking for even a Broadway cast much less a 
high school one. Which makes Upper Arlington High’s successful 
production all that more impressive.” 

Sophomore Mary Beth Griffith worked as a stage hand during 
the production and was as overjoyed as Kauffman to hear the news.

“I was so excited when I found we were being nationally 
recognized,” Griffith said. “The best part was that [USA Today] 

recognized not only the actors, but the entire production team. 
Usually the crew is not noticed as much.”

The article applauded many aspects of the production crew’s work.
“The superb sets and moody, gothic lighting set the atmosphere 

well,” Truitt wrote.
The lead role of Dr. Henry Jekyll and Edward Hyde went to 

senior Harry Sanderson. His performance of 
the two characters was noted in the article. 

“When I heard the news, I was in shock 
and couldn’t say anything,”  Sanderson 
said. “Reading the article just heightened 
the whole experience. [The recognition] is 
something that will stay with me forever.”

The hard work and dedication put in by 
the production team was largely accredited to 

the success of the show.
 “The team followed the motto: We are going to work hard to 

make every aspect of the show the best that it can be,” Kauffman said.
While the award gives recognition to the hard work of the 

production, it will also raise the bar for later shows.
“Being nationally recognized creates an expectation,” Kauffman 

said. “I think we will continue to treat future productions with the 
same intensity and dedication as we did in Jekyll & Hyde.” 

bY leah JohnSTon

hard work pays off for Jekyll & Hyde cast, crew

when I heard the news, I was in shock 
and couldn’t say anything... [The 
recognition] is something that will stay 
with me forever.

Senior hArry SAnDerSon
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mute, mysterious and an 
insanely good dancer. I, 
Ali Brown, am one of the 

two golden bear mascots. 
If you have attended one 

of the Friday 
night football 
games, you 
may have seen 
a large bear 
momentarily 
paralyzed, 
lying on 
the track, 

stuck halfway through a forward roll. that 
was me. And if you saw a furry bear do a kick 
line resembling those of the Dallas Cowboys 
Cheerleaders, that, too, was me.  You may be 
wondering how I ended up in these situations, so 
this is an in-depth memoir of my life as a Golden 
Bear mascot.

travel back with me to last spring, where it all 
began.  After cheerleading try-outs, I found out that 
I would no longer be amidst the action of high 
school football cheerleading.  I pondered my 
options and came to this conclusion: I must 
be the new mascot.  Naturally, my friends 
and I thought this would be an excellent idea.  
We thought I could excel at being a mascot due to 
my natural mascot-like tendencies.  Whether I have brought 
honor to the long line of past synthetic bear costume-wearers 

bY gueSt columNISt
 ali bRoWn

◈

Behind the bear suit
Comical moments characterize one senior’s experiences as a UA mascot

is debatable, but when I put that bear suit on, I am definitely 
a ball of fun.

Fast forward to my first game.  I was filled with 
trepidation.  Would the highly original dance moves I 

developed be possible while wearing a massive bear 
head?  the opening game night temperature was 

90 degrees—the humidity was 90 percent. Would 
I be overcome by heat prostration and die inside 
a bear suit? 

my friend senior morgan Weasel escorted 
me to my dressing room (a storage closet) 
and helped me don my attire.  When I 

stepped onto the track, I was overcome by the 
atmosphere.  When I say “overcome,” I mean that 

I quickly realized that I could not breathe in the 
suit, and I was producing unbelievable amounts 
of sweat.  Despite this setback, I focused on the 

task at hand.  Initially I was nervous and unsure 
of what to do.  Finally, spurred on by oxygen 
deprivation, I danced.  the bear busted out 
moves from Grease, the Dallas Cowboys and my 
own school of dance.  I was a star.  Even while 
being subjected to the laughter and ridicule by 

those who knew my identity, I was back 
in black (and gold) and in the midst of 
the game—a feeling that cannot be 
duplicated.  the bear was in her element.
 Although the bear suit smells horrible 

and is physically demanding to wear, my decision to be 
one of the mascots was just what I needed.  I am doing 
what I love, in an entirely new way.    

bY alDo coRona & bRanDon Sega

graphIc bY bRanDon Sega
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edItorIal cartooN bY bRanDon Sega

Lying is a negative, yet 
prominent aspect of American 
culture. As we all know, this           
 years’  heated  political race 

is just one area where dishonesty 
seems to dominate, and most of us 
can agree that both Barack Obama 
and John McCain have the right to 
be extremely offended by some of 
the falsehoods that have circulated. 
But amidst the lies, we are left to 
ask ourselves if it is ever OK to lie. 
If so, what situation justifies lying? 

These difficult questions have burdened my mind for many years. 
One situation in which I find myself tempted to tell a small lie 

is when I am a dinner guest. My most dreaded question is perhaps, 
“Would you like some more [insert random food here]?” Although 
I appreciate the polite and generous offer, nine times out of ten the 
answer is a resounding, “NO!” due to the large number of foods 
I despise.  Rather than explaining that the bland fruit salad and 
broccoli casserole has done nothing to curb my incredibly picky 
appetite, I simply state that I am too full for another bite. Is this 
little lie wrong? Some would say it is, but I disagree. 

I believe there are certain situations in which white lies are 
perfectly acceptable—even necessary. I do acknowledge that 
honesty is a vital aspect of successful relationships, but there is also 
a fine line between being honest and just plain mean. For example, 
when your best friend approaches you in the hall and asks what you 
think of her orange dress, do you tell her she resembles a Jack-o-
lantern, destroying her confidence as a result?  Or do you simply 
smile and say, “It’s nice,” and change the subject? Some would say 
telling the absolute truth is the best choice, but why ruin another 
person’s day because of something as superficial as her outfit?

Let us consider our parents. Although they usually stress the 
importance of honesty, one of the first things they did when 
we were old enough to understand was lie to us. Fabrications 
such as Santa Claus, the Tooth Fairy and the Easter Bunny 
were described to us in great detail as children. And when the 
harshness of reality began to set in and a cruel friend at school 
said that Santa did not exist, our panicked parents insisted, “Of 
course he’s real, honey,” taking desperate measures to protect our 
innocence. However, in essence, they were indeed telling us a 
white lie.  Although it is tempting to say that dishonesty is never 
acceptable, take a moment and ask yourself how your childhood 
would have been altered if it were not for such stories. 

So what should we do? Clearly, lying cannot be justified in most 
situations, so how do we decide whether or not we should stretch 
the truth? Try this: Next time you are in a 
troublesome situation, ask yourself why 
the white lie is necessary. If it is to 
benefit yourself, then maybe the lie is 
doing more harm than good. But if it 
is to protect someone you care about, 
white lies may be a good thing.   

◈

Have something to say?
Email us at arlingtonians@yahoo.com

or visit www.arlingtonian.com

bY JeSSica banchefSKY

◈

white lies are OK... honestly

It is hard to believe, but the rumors are true: BESS, the school’s 
previous Internet filter, is dearly missed. Such a phenomenon 
can be attributed to BESS’s replacement with Secure 

Computing Webwasher by the school district’s Internet provider.  
Consequently, the school’s filtering system has become much 
stricter—verging on the point of ridiculous.

Unlike BESS, which enabled many web sites to be 
whitelisted, the new system often blocks the most innocent of 
web sites, from foreign language dictionaries to science-related 
interactive visuals.

Yet the system is as forgiving as it is stringent; students can still 
access sites inappropriate for school, such as entertainment web 
sites like games.com.  

therefore it should come as no surprise that teachers and 
students alike are frustrated with the new system’s inconsistent 
nature. Although the administration is admirably trying to fix 
the system’s bugs by allowing requests to have “safe” web sites 
unblocked, it nevertheless creates a learning barrier for students 
who do not have the time to wait for access.

While it seems onl y logical that elementary school students 
may not be able to handle the same level of content as high 
school students, it hardly seems right to sacrifice one age 
group’s stipulations for another.  Yes, it is understandable that 
third graders would be unable to handle all meanings of a word 
such as “sex”—but what about the high school student who 
is trying to do a project for history class on states’ rights and 
same-sex marriage?  Perhaps it would be better if the school 
district’s Internet provider created different levels of filtering for 
elementary, middle and high school.  

Regardless of the ultimate changes to the filter (if any), 
students can be sure that what they do, or do not do, will have 
a direct impact on the situation.  Arlingtonian therefore urges 
students who would like to see constructive change in the filter 
policy to talk to their teachers or write letters to the school board.  
otherwise, students might eventually find themselves blocked 
from sites as absurd as arlingtonian.com.  

edItorIal cartooN bY alDo coRona

New internet filter unnecessarily 
censors some content
Staff eDiToRial

“same sex marriage”

School is an 
inappropriate place to 
study this topic
               -Webwasher 
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Tremont Place
3219 Tremont Road (near Starbucks)
614-457-5836

Store Hours:
Monday-Friday • 7am to 9pm
Saturday • 9am to 9pm
Sunday • 10am to 8pm

GO BEARS!
Breakfast Combo

12oz. Tropical or Berry Smoothie  
& a Robeks Muffin or Cookie $5

Lunch Combo
12oz. Tropical or Berry Smoothie  

& a baked, stuffed pretzel $5
Not valid with any other offer or discount.  UA location only!

FREE
12oz. Smoothie with Purchase  

of Made to Order Wrap or Salad
Not valid with any other offer or discount.  UA location only!

FREE
12oz. Berry or Tropical Smoothie  
with Purchase of 24oz. Smoothie

Not valid with any other offer or discount.  UA location only!

Call Ahead Ordering & Catering Available - Plus, Robeks Gift Cards!
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